Knowledge Repository (DSpace) is a Digital Institutional Repository where the digitized content is available. As a first step towards Digital Library, the department of Library and Information of Sardar Patel University has digitized “Gyan Gangotri” a rare University publication of encyclopedic nature divided into 34 volumes and grouped in subject clusters of Humanities, Social Sciences and natural Sciences.

The Department aims to digitize some more publications of the University, Ph.D. thesis and other intellectual resources make them available through DSpace very shortly.

Please type the following URL in your browser window (e.g. Internet Explorer, best viewed in MOZILLA Firefox)

http://172.16.120.118:8080/jspui/
Communities and Collections

When the user clicks on Communities and Collections, all the communities and collections are displayed on the screen.

Community: The DSpace content is organized around Communities. Within each community there can be an unlimited number of sub-communities and an unlimited number of collections.
**Sub Community:** Sub-Community is the Community under the Community. Within each Sub-community there can be an unlimited number of collections.

**Collection:** Communities can maintain an unlimited number of collections in DSpace. Collections can be organized around a topic, or by type of information.

**Item:** Each collection may contain an unlimited number of items.
Search in: By default DSpace will search in whole the Communities and Collection. This option provides a facility to user to search in particular Communities of Collection.

Search Type: By default DSpace will search in whole the Metadata. User can restrict their search by selecting any particular Search Type.